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…and those who have completed their mission vertically and horizontally will be able to operate Hoon 
Dok families internally and externally through NGO's together the liberation with the local community 
and society for a foundation upon which that local area can be changed into Cheon Il Guk; so that, this 
launching today would be essential. 
 
True Parents say that those couples that have become one can establish internal and external foundation. 
And that is none other than the children. So, when there are many brothers and sisters, a lot of tribe 
members, once they become one, it would be like twelve tribes spreading out. So, basically, when they 
spread out that will become a people and when the people spreads out, that can multiply. That becomes a 
nation. 
 

 
 
A nation cannot appear just like that. It's about the unity and solidarity of different tribes working 
together. So, without three generations basically it is impossible to be eternally on earth. And that is why 
everything begins from the unity of a couple and then from that couple we have brothers and sisters and 
move on to the tribe, the people and the nation level. 
 
So anyways, the perfection of the Abel tribe is toward the perfection of the Cain tribe; and, through that 
we all become perfect. And so, the Cain tribe, once they receive their tribal messiahs, they should be able 
to say, 'You really are our true parents, please raise us well.' 
 
So, once the Cain and Abel tribal messiahs ... Everyone, please let us all watch this now live. The car that 



 

 

True Mother is riding in has entered the Tree of Love plaza. True Mother has come here for the grand 
opening of Cheon Bo Won; and so, everyone, leaders Blessed families, let us all together welcome our 
True Mother with a warm round of applause. 
 

 
 
I'd like everyone to rise from their seats. True Parents, True Mother, thank you very much. From now on, 
on the 7th Year of Cheon Il Guk, on the 13th day of the first month at 9 o'clock, today together with the 
True Parents, we are about to hold the grand opening of Cheon Bo Won. 
 
Let us begin it with a big round of applause from everyone. So, next we will all offer a bow to True 
Parents. Let us all bow. (Kyeong be, taro) 
 
MC: And it is with that in mind that we are going to enjoy lunch today. Next, we'll be offering a bouquet 
of flowers to our True Parents. So, representing everyone's devotion and heart, In Sup Nim and Sun Jin 
Nim will be offering the bouquet of flowers to our True Mother. Please give them a big round of applause 
everyone. 
 
Next, we will now have the sign... So when the MC says, 'one, two, three' True Mother will press the 
button. So, everyone with a united heart let us all count together, 'One, two and three.' 'Ouila' 'We have 
the ...' Please give a big warm round of applause now everyone. Beloved True Parents, everyone thank 
you very much. This is the sign of Cheon Bo Won, as you can see. And True Parents now will enter into 
Cheon Bo Won, everyone. 
 
So, True Parents will now go on a tour in Cheon Bo Won; and, we now ask leaders and members to now 
move to the Grand Auditorium to get ready for Foundation Day Celebration. So, everyone, please take 
your seats. So, since we're having a live webcast from outside, we have some interruptions with the 
connection; but anyways, here we go, True Parents have now entered Cheon Bo Won as you can see; and, 
let us all ... They have entered the First Floor of Cheon Bo Won at the moment. 
 
And this is what we call the 8 Eden Fantasy and how the Garden of Eden would have actually looked. So, 
this is kind of like an image of what we think may be what we think the Garden of Eden would have 
looked like originally at the time of Creation. 
 
Oh, interesting ... (the flowers that are luminescent, someone walked up to and touched and that flower 
disappeared). So, this is basically how Eden looked like at the very beginning when God first began His 
Creation. This is what we call the 8 Eden Fantasy. (Showing all effervescent colors of trees , animals, 
flowers, fish... galaxies... Statues dissipate and disappear and appear again ... Someone again walked up 
and touched a flower and it disappeared again. There's a white huge white statute of True Parents that 
does not dissipate (Then there is the museum part with pictures and documentation and buildings from 
True Parents' Life. 
 
MC: This is an image of Cheong Padong, of how it looked back in those days, everyone can get a picture, 
an image of how it looked. They have re-created what Cheong Padong looked like. (Then there is a 
timeline on the walls.) 
 
This is a timeline of the Blessing, Blessing Ceremonies, as you can see. Then this part is about the 
different dreams that people received regarding True Parents' Birth. (Then there is a sister giving 
information) 
 
MC: This is ... So, this is a voice explanation of Cheon Bo Won ... Then this is about the Cheon Bo Won 
registration; and, when you pass through that wall you see what is called the Eden Fantasy that portrays 



 

 

what Eden looked like in the beginning of God's Creation. So, you see different mirrors and technology 
that shows to everyone and has been beautifully created. 
 

 
 
When you walk through the Eden Fantasy you'll be able to see a wall that shows you the 6,000-year 
history and how humans lost their lives because of the Fall and how that life was taken away by Satan. 
And as you continue to move on, you can see a photo of True Parents. 
 
So, once you've gone through the dark passage way, you'll be able to go to a zone of True Parents' 
pictures; and, here centered on light you can see True Parents giving Their benedictions to Blessed 
families. 
 
This will portray True Parents' Birth, Growth and Holy Wedding and also the process by which They met 
each other, and it portrays the climate by which They met and you'll be able to see the Cheong Padong 
Church that comes out. 
 
So, this is a timeline of the Blessing Ceremony (One man is talking to True Mother about everything, 
describing everything... and lighting the way for Mother in the dark places. Now we have beautiful ) 
 
MC: So, the Second Floor is about the Cheong Pyeong history; and, it portrays the entire history of the 
Cheong Pyeong Center and the Cheong Pyeong Providence. And it is divided into the formation, growth 
and perfection stages to express how it felt in the early 70's, we have re-created what it looked like and 
how the training center looked during construction and how it looked after construction of the first 
training center building using different media technologists to portray it; and, going beyond the formation 
stage Cheong Pyeong Providence entered its growth stage. 
 
And as you get into the media panel, this is continued up until 2014 centered on Dae Mo Nim and Heung 
Jin Nim and focusing a lot on ancestor liberation and Blessing Ceremonies and The Tree of Love art 
expresses ... is a place where you can experience different areas of the spiritual work of Dae Mo Nim and 
Heung Jin Nim and work with ancestors. So, it will help for you to be able to once again experience the 
value of the Blessing. 
 
So, if you go, you'll be able to basically communicate with your spirit; and, once you put your hand on the 
prepared technology, you'll be able to like see how you are liberated from evil spirits through offering 
devotions. And that you'll be able to really feel the path that True Mother followed. 
 
And once the providence of Cheong Pyeong reaches the perfection stage, we'll have the North Korean ... 
(A chair is brought and Mother is helped to a seat... Sun Jin Nim is always so beautiful expression of 
smiling care and love closer than close to True Mother's side and also acknowledging leaders' and Blessed 
family's love attendance. Thank you Sun Jin Nim) So, basically focuses on the heavenly tribes, heavenly 
nations and heavenly continents providence and the heavenly tribal messiah movement. 
 
And also, the creation of environments, raising young people and the Hyo Jeong ... all these different ones 
and you can see that, you'll be able to see through big screens and technologies (the white globe which 
has names and pictures of historical efforts and accomplishments of ancestors for future descendants to 
see ... is beside Mother where She is sitting and the one man with the microphone is talking about it. One 
sister hands the man with the mike something, maybe a card or ticket and he smiles and also Mother 
seems very interested ... maybe it is about his own name being in the globe for his involvement in Cheon 
Bo Won construction ... or just a note to demonstrate how the globe works ... I'm guessing.) 
 
Now the mike man puts his hand across the top of the white globe and the MC comments). So, if you put 



 

 

your hand on that, you will feel some kind of vibration ... So, even though this is different ... so, anyways, 
depending on different settings, I guess different images would come out and they will show you what 
kind of activities, so, depending on your record, basically, you'll see different things coming out based on 
your records of activities, etc. and then The Tree of Love will then change into light once all that energy 
goes toward The Tree of Love. 
 

 
 
 (Young Ho Yun is now saying something to True Mother and she gets up. Photographers are there 
busily. And True Mother goes toward the Tree of Love and the MC comments on the vibrational circles 
...) That vibrational energy coming out. So, basically it expresses True Mother's Spiritual Power. (Young 
ho Yun is speaking about it but cannot hear him) and how it moves to the Tree of Love. 
 
So, basically this was just created exemplary at the moment; but, we plan to make this ... In other words, 
this is what happens. (Mother seems pleased) (Many brothers and sisters are all around the front of the 
building, maybe waiting for True Mother's exit) 
 
(Now on the wall inside is a stunning photo luminescent in golden light of True Parents in royal Korean 
robes and that turns to light and then to The Tree of Love again ) Then another hall ... MC: So, this is a 
hall that shows True Mother's devotion in the next three years after Father's Ascension. 
 

 


